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5 Keys for Giving Yourself a Great Oracle Card Reading 

By Shanel Scott ~ The Soulful Mystic 

 
          I have a deep affection for my oracle cards and have collected many 
decks over the years. They are a wonderful divination tool which help the 
reader tap into the universal consciousness assisting them in receiving 
messages or guidance. I gravitated to oracle cards rather than traditional tarot 
because I feel they have a more positive energy and there is more freedom in 
interpreting them. Of course this is my personal opinion. When choosing a 
deck, pick one that you are drawn to – Angel Cards, Healing with the Fairies, 
Magical Mermaids and Dolphins or Animal Spirit, this will give you better 
results. 
 
          A few things to remember when doing an oracle card reading. First and 
foremost, there is no wrong way to do an oracle card reading. No you can’t 
mess it up! This is one of my favourite things about these cards – there are no 
rules!  
 
        Interpretation is up to the individual 
reading the cards. That being said - there is 
no wrong way to shuffle or how many 
cards to pull. Personally, I shuffle until a 
card calls to me or jumps (often falling) out 
of the deck. If I am using a spread (more 
info below in #3) I draw the number of 
cards it calls for. Another option is asking 
how many cards to draw – simply go with 
the first number that pops into your head. 
Remember the Law of Attraction is in 
effect and will assist you in drawing the 
cards that are for your highest good.  
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          Finally you must always remember you have free will. Although the 
cards are giving you a message, this is not set in stone. The message you are 
receiving is for that moment. By changing your actions, thoughts and feelings 
you can and will change the outcome of the message. Have fun reading your 
oracle cards! 
 

 

#1 Questions?  
Ask a question giving your reading a purpose. Think about what you are going 
to ask and how to word it in order to create the best question possible for your 
situation or issue. Remember a specific question is more apt to give you a more 
specific answer than a general question. 

Examples: Is this the right job for me? Should I date John Doe? What is 
blocking me from meeting Mr. Right? Will I get pregnant this year? Is there 
something blocking me from getting pregnant? Is opening my own business 
going to be abundant and successful? OR you may just simply ask for a 
message for the day. Remember this last question is vague and may give up a 
more general answer.  

#2 Pray 
I always begin each reading with a short prayer to establish my connection to 
source, as well as ask for protection during the reading. Call on Arch Angel 
Michael, Mother Mary, your Spirit Guide, your Guardian Angel or any other 
light beinsg or religious figures you feel will watch over you.  You want to 
ensure to be surrounded by the Light while doing spiritual work. 
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Next ask for your ego to step to the side allowing messages from the heart. 
Also ask for all messages to be for the highest good of everyone involved.  I say 
everyone rather than just me because what is good for me may not be good for 
my family. This way I take us all into consideration just as I would with any 
choices I am faced with.  

 

Clearing your deck from others energies is important too and can be done 
during your prayer.  You want only your energy connected to the deck. This 
eliminates someone else’s energy from contaminating your message. Hold the 
deck over your heart during your prayer establishing an energy link to the 
deck.  Lastly always remember to say thank you! Give gratitude for the 
connection to the divine and the messages they are about to share. 

 

Example: I ask my “team” to 
watch over me today while 
reading Oracle cards. Thank 
you for your protection. I ask 
my own ego to step to the side. 
May all messages I receive 
today be for the highest good 
of everyone involved. Please 
clear the energy of anyone else 
from this deck of oracle cards, 
so the only energy attached to 
them is mine. Thank you for 
your divine presence and 
guidance. Amen 

#3 Try a Spread 
There are many great spreads available that can help you get clearer answers – 
celtic cross, lucky 7 or heart to name a few. Each card position is related to a 
specific idea, thought or purpose. This can be helpful giving you a more in 
depth explanation of the card positions meaning and possibly more clarity in 
each cards meaning and your overall message.  

When picking cards some spreads will suggest you divide the deck into piles 
and pick the top card of each, some will say shuffle then pull a certain number 
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of cards from the top of the pile or other such things. I suggest shuffling and 
choosing the cards that call to you. This is what I do. 

 

Remember the Law of Attraction – you WILL pick the cards you are supposed 
to no matter which method you use. Placing the cards on the table face up or 
face down is personal choice. I often place them face down turning them over 
one at a time while processing the meaning of each card based on its position 
in the spread. 

 

Lastly there is some debate about upside down cards. Typically this is said to 
mean extra attention be paid to the card. It can also mean that this is 
something you are working on or through currently. Again this is up to 
personal opinion. Whichever you choose (and you may choose to just turn 
them upside right) stick to that meaning each time you read for consistency.  

Example:  3 Card Past, Present, Future Spread - The first card drawn is the past 
related to the issue. The second card is the present related to the issue and you 
guessed it! The third card is related to the future.  

 

Here is the information for a celtic cross spread: 
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#4 Trust 

Above all you must trust yourself! 
Trust you are pulling the right cards 
to give you the answers to your 
question. Trust the first thought or 
message that is coming to you as this 
is the one untouched by ego. Trust 
your gut feeling about what the cards 
are saying. I know this isn’t the 
easiest thing to do, but it is the most 
important skill to accomplish when 
doing spiritual work. You can do it! 

Example: You pull a card that says “messages from heaven”. The first thing that 
pops into your mind is your grandmother on the other side. Trust this is your 
grandmother bringing you a message. 

#5 Analyze 
There are a few things you can do to analyze your cards, but remember about 
trust! Your first feeling or thought will be the one untouched by ego and 
probably the right message. Go with it! Over analyzing the cards will only take 
you further away from the true message. It will probably have you more 
confused than clear too. It is ok to ask the deck to give you one more card to 
help you discern the meaning of a card you are struggling with. Look at the 
two cards together to analyze the meaning. Frustration will only block the flow 
of messages from spirit.  

 

First look at what is written on the card. If this isn’t in depth enough, then 
check the guide book for a longer meaning (most decks come with a book of 
deeper meanings and possibly spreads). Does anything written resonate with 
you? Next look at the pictures. Who is depicted and what is their meaning? Is 
there a certain aspect, object or person in the card you are drawn to? What 
does this thing mean to you? All these things can bring additional meaning, 
messages and answers in your card reading. This last part may involve a little 
research – try a book or the Internet. Some of my favourite resources are 
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Stephen Farmer’s Animal Spirit Guides, Doreen Virtue’s Arch Angels and 
Ascended Masters and Angel Numbers.  

Example: Using the Renewal card from Doreen Virtue’s Angel Tarot Cards I 
want to show you how you can “see” messages in the cards.  

 

Rough water with big waves - a rocky 
situation, turmoil, storm or power. 

 

The family - situation deals with your 
family. They are standing in the water 
so this can relate back to what your 
representation of water above. The 
man is standing somewhat apart from 
the woman and child and almost 
leaning away from them. This could 
mean the ending of a relationship – 
now this could be friendship, love, or 
job. Finally you can see they are 
looking at the angel. This could 
represent praying or asking for divine 
guidance during this transition, 
situation or change. 

 

Fog or mist - trouble seeing the 
solution or end of the situation. 

 

Archangel Jeremiel’s job is to help you evaluate your life so you can make 
clear choices.  

 

Mountains – challenges 

 

In Angel Tarot deck this is a major arcana card which means it represents a 
major life change / challenge. 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=8vg_RmIp1pd4AM&tbnid=UsvnkdCBPQpZ0M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://thoughtatudes.com/angel-tarot-card-readings/&ei=JsVvUs34Jent2wXNyYGYBQ&bvm=bv.55123115,d.b2I&psig=AFQjCNFXSd_1xU3ZnT3b807yKu36EnowQw&ust=1383143075441395
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Shanel Scott the Soulful Mystic 

Shanel has a sacred reverence for healing, which she brings out in her work as a spiritual 
medium, psychic, reiki master teacher, certified angel card reader, artist, dance instructor 
and yoga teacher. She puts her heart and soul into every creation and healing session – 
invoking the power of the divine to bring healing and joy to those she works with. 

As a small red-haired, freckle-faced child, Shanel had a deep affection for rocks, nature, and 
all things with wings, including birds, butterflies, angels, and fairies. This tiny free spirit 
could be found exploring flower gardens or dancing in the grass while daydreaming in her 
own little world – the beginning of Shanel’s divine connection.  

This precious connection was lost and found, repeatedly, throughout the years. 
Manoeuvring through school, relationships, and parenthood was challenging on Shanel’s 
identity – being a student number, wife, or mother but never “being” Shanel. The person 
inside was forgotten or willingly sacrificed (both her spirituality and happiness) for those 
around her, especially during marriage.  

Who Shanel was at the core was unrecognizable by the end of her first marriage. Then 
oblivious to the lesson it had to share she quickly repeated the mistake. Blinded by love, the 
red flags her second husband “waived” were ignored and a total loss of self occurred once 
more.  

After recovering from the trauma of her second husband’s unexpected and sudden 
departure, Shanel began to put the pieces of her life back together. She took the time and 
effort to dig for the “blesson” (blessing in the lesson) in order to avoid making the same 
mistake a third time!  

Shanel did the healing work needed to let go of the past and embrace the future with fresh 
eyes and a full heart. Most importantly, she learned to love herself – something she had 
never done before. In this place of unconditional self-love true healing begins. 

In 2010, From the Heart and Soul was born from a place of passion within Shanel. A desire 
to share her love of all things spiritual with others ignited its birth and from here her 
devotion as a Soulful Mystic grew deeper.  She adores working with her students and clients 
as she supports and guides them along their own healing journey. 

 


